[Lipid-lowering therapy in the elderly : Who profits from which target values?]
Lowering low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels has been proven to reduce the incidence of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events and mortality. So far recommendations have not provided information as to a meaningful duration of cholesterol-lowering therapy and were largely guided by economic constraints and limited therapeutic options. In light of the decline in the price of statins, the essential therapeutic agent and the increased efficacy of therapeutic options, treatment can nowadays be geared to target values that can be expected to have an optimal effect even in old age. The most favorable level of LDL-cholesterol for primary prevention is around and below 100 mg/dl, provided continuous adherence to these low levels from adolescence onwards. With later onset of cholesterol reduction the existence of initial atheromatous deposits must be expected. Therefore, with age and the manifestation of other risk factors the optimal treatment targets increasingly converge to those for which experience has been gained from secondary prevention. Both measurements of the effect of cholesterol lowering on the volume of atheromatous plaques and of the incidence of vascular events indicate a target for LDL-cholesterol well below 70 mg/dl and in the range 50-60 mg/dl. At the onset of cholesterol lowering in advanced age, a smaller effect has to be expected but due to the increasing incidence rate of vascular events a higher number of events may be avoided; thus, the efficiency does not necessarily decrease; however, long-term studies indicate that earlier cholesterol lowering provides an advantage for more than a decade, in terms of preventing vascular disease, which tends to increase. Therefore, optimal cardiovascular prevention involves moderate measures to maintain the LDL-cholesterol below 100 mg/dl lifelong from childhood on.